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Executive Summary
The following research paper details the preliminary research carried out by this team. The project was
originally conceived to determine if Magnus Lift could be utilized in an unconventional way to assist
rockets during takeoff. Several conceptual designs were proposed, but the idea was scrapped when it
became apparent that the team would not be able to generate the desired lift without inducing significant
amounts of drag and additional weight on a rocket. Instead, the team focused on researching an
interesting topic that hasn’t been previously explored: Magnus lift on a cylinder within a duct.
An experimental procedure that could be carried out in a wind tunnel at the University of Akron was
designed along with several models for a test fixture. In order to predict the results of the experiment,
several preliminary CFD simulations were performed. Unfortunately, due to limited time and resources,
the test fixture was not built and the experiment was not carried out. However, more detailed simulations
were performed. Unfortunately, the results suggested that minimal lift is generated on a duct/cylinder
system compared to a spinning cylinder in open air.
Several potential applications for utilizing the Magnus effect were suggested, such as assisting rockets
during takeoff, or allowing trains to enter curves at higher speeds without derailing. Although Magnus
effect in duct flow would likely provide negligible benefits, the potential uses for Magnus lift in open air
are promising.
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1.0 Introduction
Baseball has long been a national pastime that many Americans have cherished. To this day millions of
people pack ballparks to be entertained and cheer for their hometown team. Everyone one loves
homeruns and high scoring games, however it is usually a pitcher’s duel that is one of the most intriguing
matchups.
Pitchers use a variety of pitches from fast ball to change-up, however there is not a more devastating pitch
than the curveball. With a curveball the ball appears to be heading right toward the batter but then breaks
into the strike zone. This pitch seems to defy all physical laws, but in reality it utilizes a very intuitive effect
known as Magnus effect.

2.0 Background on Magnus Effect
The history of Magnus effect is filled with many great thinkers who contributed key observations and
scientific experiments that described Magnus effect between the 17th and 20th century. It was first
observed by Sir Isaac Newton during the 17th century. In a letter addressed to Oldenburg, Sir Isaac
Newton described the path a tennis ball took, resembled a curved line when hit with an oblique racket
(1). He effectively observed a tennis ball that was “sliced”, which is a technique in tennis where the
racket puts spin on the ball causing the ball to curve in mid-air.
The next big name in discovering Magnus effect was a Professor of Physics at the University of Berlin by
the name of Gustav Magnus. He was credited with developing one of the first scientific experiments that
was set up to observe this strange effect 2). His science experiment can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Classic Magnus Effect Experiment
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This experiment consisted of a rotating cylinder between two bearings on a rotating arm with air
directed at the cylinder. Gustav Magnus observed that the spinning cylinder would move on the rotating
arm when it was struck with air (2). It is to note that no force calculations were done at this point and at
that point this effect came to be known as Magnus Effect (2).
In 1912, Lafay conducted research on the subject and reported that spinning cylinders could produce
significantly greater lift than planes with the same surface area (3). In addition, Lafay conducted
additional research showing that spinning cylinders could also produce a force in opposite direction
predicted by Magnus, though this was only for specific conditions.
Anton Flettner became one of the first people to find a practical use for the Magnus effect when he
developed the first Flettner-rotor ship in the early 20th century (4). This ship utilized spinning cylinders
with endplates as a method of propulsion, rather than sails. This sort of ship used much less power than
screw propulsion ships, and was more effective than sails. However, the flettner-rotors were not as fast
or reliable as screw-propulsion, and so they generally weren’t explored further (4). However, the idea
that Magnus lift can be used in practical applications is exciting.

3.0 Understanding Magnus Effect
The Magnus effect describes the effect of a shear force experienced by a rotating body in a circular flow. If
we consider a rotating body in a flow, it is subjected to a transverse force. This acts perpendicular to the
direction of flow and also perpendicular to the axis of rotation. For this reason, the force is also referred
to as shear force.
For example, for the clockwise rotation of
a spinning cylinder in a uniform flow, as
shown in Figure 3 (5), the particles are
accelerated at the top of the ball and
slowed at the bottom. The velocity
distribution around the ball is thus
inhomogeneous. Since we are considering
incompressible conditions, the Bernoulli
equation, which can be seen below, is
valid.

Figure 2: Magnus Lift

1
𝑃 + 𝜌𝑣 2 + 𝜌𝑔𝑧 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
2
Bernoulli’s equation states that the total pressure is a constant value along a streamline. As we concluded
earlier, the velocity at the top of the spinning is moving faster than that of the bottom. This phenomenon
is caused by the airflow sticking to the surface of the cylinder and traveling with the rotation of the cylinder
because of viscous effects. The top of the cylinder is working concurrently with the uniform flow creating
faster velocities and the bottom part of the cylinder is opposing the direction of uniform flow resulting in
slower velocities. This can be seen depicted in Figure 3. Though they are not along the same streamline,
it can be concluded that the total pressures are the same since this is uniform flow. Thus, with the velocity
at the top being greater than that of the velocity at the bottom, it can be concluded that the pressure at
the top of the cylinder must be lower.
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Figure 3: Visualization of Magnus Lift Due to Viscous Effects

This is very important discovery, since it is precisely the difference in static pressures that generates lift.
Think of it as a stability problem. When there is a pressure gradient high pressure wants to move to lower
pressure till homogeneity persists. This is the most stable condition. Pressure gradients cause flow
through pipes and with no pressure gradient there is no flow. Similarly, this high pressure at the bottom
of the cylinder wants to equalize, thus it generates a force toward the top of the cylinder.
The simple relationship 𝐹 = ∆𝑃𝐴, where ∆𝑃 is the pressure difference between the top and bottom and
A is the cross-sectional area of the ball or cylinder, demonstrates how a force can be generated from a
pressure differential. It is this principal that explains lift of an airfoil.

3.1 Kutta-Joukowski Lift Theorem
A relatively simple equations exists for determining the lift force generated by air flowing over a spinning
cylinder. This equation is known as the Kutta-Joukowski lift theorem, named for the two aerodynamicists
who developed it (6). The equation is simply:
𝐿 = 𝜌∗𝑉∗𝐺
Where L is the lift, ρ is the air density, V is the velocity of the air flow, and G is the vortex strength. The
vortex strength is determined easily by:
𝐺 = 2 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝑟
Here, r is the radius of the cylinder and Vr is the tangential velocity of the rotating cylinder. This vortex
strength is a measure of the circulation, or local spin, or the air around the cylinder (7).
This equation is used to estimate the lifting force on a spinning cylinder and was used to generate the
table in Appendix D, as well as determining forces discussed in Section 8.2. An in depth derivation of the
Kutta-Joukowski lift theorem can be seen in Appendix F. The derivation is taken from The Fundamentals
of Aerodynamics by John D. Anderson (15).
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4.0 Original Project Scope
The original project scope that the team set out to investigate was to design a system that utilized the
Magnus effect to help produce lift for a rocket during flight. Since the velocity of wind hitting the cylinder
has a governing impact on Magnus effect, it was worth investigating how it could assist a rocket during
launch. Winds generated by a rocket during launch approach velocities of Mach three. If these winds can
be utilized and proper rotational velocity of the cylinder is achieved, large lift could be generated. This will
have a large impact on the price of the rocket because if sufficient lift force is generated, the size of the
engines and the amount of fuel needed to launch objects into low earth orbit (LEO) would be minimized.
This in turn will make the rocket lighter and thus, less expensive vehicle to use. Currently, the price to
launch 1 kg of supplies to LEO is $28,000 and the price of one rocket launch varies from $60 million
(SpaceX) to $190 million (NASA).
Even though designing a system utilizing Magnus lift can be used on a rocket to take advantage of high
wind speeds, it also offers a set of challenges to overcome. Like any system, the usual challenges exist,
such as cost of materials and if an internal or external system would be more beneficial. Some of the more
unique challenges presented from this system design are redirecting the airflow to make the life force
vertical and overcoming the drag force induced by this redirecting of air.
The reason for redirecting the air is because in order to have a vertical lift, the wind has to be hitting the
cylinder at a horizontal direction to create a force that is perpendicular to the flow. A horizontal direction
would be too difficult to do since it will generate too much drag so a more conservative route to redirect
the wind at a 45 degree angle was tried. This method of redirecting the wind would generate a lift force
with both an x and y component. The y component is the main focus to generate a vertical lift. It was
determined that if more than one cylinder was used that were spinning in opposite directions, it would
cancel out the x components while combining the y components as seen in Figure 4.

L-x

L-x
L-y

L-y

L

L
y
x

CCW

CW

y
x

Figure 4: Net lift generated by opposing cylinders

4.1 Rocket Design Team
The idea to use Magnus effect to assist rocket launch came during a rocket design meeting at the
University of Akron. The team was exploring different ideas to help generate extra lift for the rocket. These
ideas included using larger engines, more combustible fuel, and to design a custom graphite nozzle. The
problem that we ran into was using larger engines which would add more weight to the rocket which
required more fuel for the engines which once again, would increase the weight of the rocket. It seemed
it was a never ending paradox. This led to less conventional and more unique ways to try and generate lift
for the rocket. The idea to use Magnus effect became the front runner when it was found out that it could
produce significant lift and has had success when used on boats and aircrafts. It was then agreed upon by
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the team that designs could be used on the competition rocket to test the theory of Magnus effect and
rockets.

4.2 Designs
While exploring different types of designs, both internal and external systems were investigated. In total,
four designs were made. Each design were called Ventus boosters because Ventus is Latin for wind and
the goal was to use wind to generate lift much like a booster engine is used on a rocket today.

4.2.1 Design 1- Ventus Boosters
The first design had three boosters between the fin assembly as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Design 1 featuring ventus boosters between fins

This required that an external duct system had to channel air to the spinning cylinder that were located
at the end of the duct system. Design one was rejected because the duct system added a lot of surface
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area which added more drag. There also was not any space to place the motors or power source for the
rotation of the cylinder. Another concern is that the booster would negatively affect stability.

4.2.2 Design 2- Ventus Fins
Design 2 put the Ventus boosters and combined them with the fin assembly as shown in Figure 6:

Figure 6: Design 2 featuring ventus boosters over fins
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This design was also rejected due to the fact that the increase in surface area, which is shown in the upper
left, greatly increased drag. The design was also rejected because there was a fear that speed of the rocket
would create a shockwave that would be at the tip of the nose cone which would prevent air from reaching
the duct system at the tail of the rocket. It was determined that an internal system would be more
desirable.

4.2.3 Design 3- Ventus Nose Cone
Design 3 was the first internal system explored where the duct system and cylinders were placed in the
nose cone, as seen in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Design 3 featuring ventus boosters in the nosecone
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The nose cone seemed like the best place but it provided very little room for any of the hardware plus
there was a chance that placing everything in the top of the rocket would make it top heavy and possibly
unstable.

4.2.4 Design 4-Tri-internal Ventus Boosters
This was the second internal design that placed three ventus booster inlets where the diameter of a rocket
changes.

Figure 8: Design 4 featuring internal ventus boosters

As seen in Figure 8, the fourth design allowed for the largest cylinders of the four designs to be used and
also allowed for the most space to redirect the air needed to create a more vertical lift force. This design
was selected to move forward with and run two-dimensional CFD simulations on.

4.3 CFD simulations
When performing two-dimensional simulations, pressure and velocity were studied. A section cut was
made of the model shown above. The path for which the fluid could take is marked in blue while the
rocket solid is indicated in white and is at the bottom of the picture. The rocket direction is indicated by
the red arrow. The speed of the flow was set to 200 m/s with the rotational velocity set to 1000 radians
per second in the clockwise direction.
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Rocket

x
y

Figure 9: Pressure Map for Design 4

Figure 9 shows the lowest pressure slightly above and to the left of the spinning cylinder. Velocity vectors
were then looked at to see in better detail where the flow was traveling the fastest followed by the particle
pathways to see the paths that the air takes. These can be seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively.
The analysis of all three figures is done in the following section, section 4.4.
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Figure 10: Design 4 velocity magnitudes

x
y
Figure 11: Design 4 Pathlines
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4.4 Analysis
Zooming in around the cylinder and rotating
the picture to the correct direction, a more
thorough analysis can be done. It can be seen
that the magnitude of the lifting force shown
by the black arrow did not achieve the desired
angle of 45 degrees or greater. This resulted
in a smaller vertical lift (shown by the green
arrow) and a larger horizontal lift (shown by
the red arrow).

R
o
c
k
e
t

Even though the large horizontal lift could
help out with stabilization, the small vertical
lift was not great enough to overcome the
drag forces that were a resultant of the duct
system and cylinder.
Upon closer investigation, a small patch of
high velocity air flow can be seen on the
backside of the spinning cylinder. This was an
interesting anomaly that appeared and it’s
suspected that the walls of the duct had
something to do with it. It was also strange
that the air was hitting at a higher point on the
cylinder than expected. It was determined
that a closer look at the pathways of the
particle were needed.

L L

L-y

L-x

y
x
Figure 12: Velocity magnitudes (vertical orientation)

Upon further investigation, it shows that the
air was denied access to taking full advantage of the duct. This can be seen in Figure 13. As shown in view
A, which shows a zoomed in view of the bottom area of the duct, a vortex of air became trapped in the
pocket of the duct which blocked the air from accessing the full curve. This made the point where the air
hit the cylinder higher than expected and explains why the vertical component of the lift force was so
small. View B shows where the air actually hits the cylinder.
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B
x
y

A
Figure 13: Analysis of Design 4 Pathlines

4.5 Conclusion
At this point it was concluded that there was no feasible way to get enough of a lift force to overcome the
drag. Also, since the objective was to get a cylinder to spin two times faster than what the air was hitting
it at, it would be impossible with today’s technology to find a motor that can spin at speeds approaching
Mach 6 if the rocket was traveling at speeds of Mach 3. It was determined that continuing with this project
would prove to be fruitless so another project was needed. It was agreed upon that Magnus effect was to
be kept at the center of study and since an anomaly was seen when a cylinder was spinning in a duct, that
investigating how duct flow affects Magnus effect should become the new focal point of the project.
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5.0 Revised Project Scope
Keeping the study of Magnus effect at the focus, a new project was devised. This new project was to study
the affect duct flow had on Magnus effect and what happens if the walls (the floor and ceiling) of the duct
enclosed on the spinning cylinder.
The revised project scope was to design a system that can be tested with both CFD and wind tunnel
testing. The system would include a duct that is able to collapse the ceiling and floor around a spinning
cylinder assembly. This design must allow for the cylinder to spin at relatively high RPMs and therefore
must include a motor and drive system.

5.1 Purpose
The purpose of this new project was to see if duct flow had any bearing on the Magnus effect on a spinning
cylinder. We wanted to see the properties of Magnus effect in duct flow with varying internal dimensions.
Possible applications that could benefit from using Magnus effect in ducts can be seen in Section 8.
It was desired to have four different positons for both the floor and ceiling to run CFD simulations on. We
sought to capture the effects enclosed walls would have on the velocity and pressure which in turn, affect
Magnus. Does Magnus effect work in a duct flow? Does enclosing the walls increase, decrease or have no
effect on Magnus effect? This project aimed at trying to find out the answers to those questions.

5.2 Preliminary 2-D CFD Simulation Setup
Simulations were ran with a duct in four different positions and at two different cases where a different
wind speed and rotational velocity were chosen for each case. The case speeds are seen Table 1:

Table 1: Cases for 2-D study

Inlet Airspeed

RPM

Case 1

52 mph (23.27 m/s)

5000 RPM (23.27 m/s)[-523.6 rads/sec]

Case 2

26 mph (11.64 m/s)

5000 RPM (23.27 m/s)[-523.6 rads/sec]

It should be noted that case 2 is where the rotational velocity is two times greater than the inlet airspeed
so that the 2-to-1 ratio is reached and the greatest lift-to-drag is achieved. Case 1 has a velocity ratio of
1-to-1.
The dimensions of the test fixture that were simulated using ANSYS Fluent can be seen in Figure 14:
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3.5”

Airflow

15.75”

24”
Figure 14: Initial dimensions used for CFD simulations

Simulations were ran with the duct floor and ceiling at four different positions and each position
shortened the total height of the duct by 2.75 inches as shown in Figure 15:

Positon 1

3.5”

Airflow

Positon 2

15.75”

3.5”

Airflow

24”

24”

Positon 3

Positon 4

3.5”

Airflow

10.25”

Airflow

24”

3.5”

13.0”

7.5”

24”

Figure 15: Various ceiling/floor positions for initial CFD studies

Starting with ANSYS Fluent, a model of the system shown above was drawn up. Next, the system was
given a mesh as seen in Figure 16:

Figure 16: Mesh for 2D simulation
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The picture above and the explanation below is for position 1 where the walls are the farthest away from
the cylinder. Focus was put along the edge of the cylinder so the pressure and velocity can be seen in as
much detail as possible. The edge of the cylinder was selected to be a moving wall with a rotational
velocity of -523.6 rads/sec. The negative indicated a clockwise rotation.
Next, came the setup of the model. The
window of the options is seen in Figure 25:
In order to understand which model was most
appropriate, it had to be determined if the flow
was laminar or turbulent. For this, the Reynolds
number had to be found.
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑣 ∙ 𝐷𝐻
𝜈

Where 𝜈 is the kinematic viscosity of air, 𝑣 is
the velocity of the air and 𝐷𝐻 is the hydraulic
diameter which is needed to convert the
square duct into a circular duct. The equation
for the hydraulic diameter is:
𝐷𝐻 =

4∙𝐴
𝑃

Where A is the cross-sectional area and P is the
perimeter of the square duct. Plugging in the
numbers gave a Reynolds number of 150,000
Figure 17: Viscous model setup
so the flow was turbulent. Next, the turbulent
model was selected which was the Transition
SST. This model was selected because Transition SST is a more advanced turbulence model that combines
the advantages of k-omega and k-epsilon in predicting aerodynamic flows and particularly good at
predicting boundary layers under strong adverse pressure gradients (8). This model is also a well-known
model suited for channel flow and rotating cylinder (8). 2500 to 3000 iterations were ran for each position.
Each 2-D test at each position converged. In terms of the solver used, the density-based solver was used
because it is more accurate at high speed flows (9). The rest of the set up for the CFD simulation can be
found in Appendix C.

5.3 Preliminary 2-D CFD Simulation Results
Only pressure and velocity results for position 1 and position 4 of each case will be shown and compared.
This can be seen in Figure 18-Figure 21 below. The rest of the results can be found in Appendix B.
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Figure 18: Position 1 Case 1 Pressure and Velocity Gradients

Figure 19: Position 1 Case 2 Pressure and Velocity Gradients
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Figure 20: Position 4 Case 1 Pressure and Velocity Gradients

Figure 21: Position 4 Case 2 Pressure and Velocity Gradients
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The results of the 2-D simulation looked promising because for each case low pressure was seen above
the rotating cylinder and a high pressure below indicating that there was lift. A cylinder and duct assembly
were designed in SolidWorks so 3-D simulations could be done. The dimensions of the first design match
the same ones that were done with the 2-D simulations except we decided to make the duct 15.75 inches
square. The first design is seen in Figure 22:

Figure 22: First 3D design for testing

5.4 Preliminary 3-D CFD Simulation Setup
The same set up as the 2-D simulations were used for the 3-D simulations in terms of the model used,
change of internal dimensions and velocity of both the air and cylinder. Only case two speeds were used
to show the desired 2-to-1 speed ratio of cylinder to air inlet speed.
There were come difficulties with the meshing part. At first, the model was directly imported from
SolidWorks to ANSYS Fluent and is shown in Figure 23:

Figure 23: Initial 3D mesh

Taking a closer look at the meshed model reveals that the computer added complex meshing to where
the screws were which used up a lot of the computing power. This can be seen in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Complex meshing around screws

This made the computer run extremely slow and caused the software to crash. A simpler version had to
be made so there were no screws. This is illustrated in Figure 25.

Figure 25: 3D mesh without screws

The new mesh was a lot simpler but still represented the design model very well. This allowed the
computer to successfully compute CFD simulations.
Like the 2-D model, the 3-D model mesh focused on the cylinder face itself so the pressure and velocity
could be shown in great detail. A side-view of the mesh is seen in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Side view of 3D mesh

Still, the simulations being ran were still not converging and anything over 500 iterations risked diverging.
A new mesh technique had to be used. This new mesh is shown in Figure 27

Figure 27: New 3D meshing technique

This technique split up the duct into three sections, the inlet, cylinder and the outlet sections. The inlet
and outlet sections were fairly basic but the cylinder section was denser with more elements so the
Magnus effect can be seen in more detail in this section. ANSYS Fluent was able to compute these meshed
models better than the previous meshed models, and all simulations converged.

5.5 Preliminary 3-D CFD Simulation Results
Since the 2-D results were promising, 3-D simulations were ran. Due to the length of time it took to run 3D simulations, only the four positons from case 2 were ran and the results of the simulations can be seen
in Figure 28 and Figure 29 below. Only pressure and velocity results of positions one and four will be
compared. The remainder of the results for all the positons can be viewed in Appendix B.
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Figure 28: Position 1 3D Pressure and Velocity Contours
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Figure 29: Position 4 3D Pressure and Velocity Contours

5.6 Analysis
Looking at the 2-D cases, there were some differences in the pressures and velocity charts between the
two cases. Case 2 looked to be more stable than case 1. This is probably because the inlet air velocity for
case 2 was half of what the velocity was for case 1. Another reason is the velocity ratio between the inlet
velocity and rotational velocity was at the desired 2-to-1 ratio. The desired ratio case (case 2) was better
able to hand the air flow and had a more stable pressure distribution than case 1.
Comparing the velocities of both 2-D cases shows some differences as well. Velocity contours for both
cases at position 1 can be seen in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Position 1 2D Velocity Gradients. Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (Right).

Case 1 is on the left and case 2 is on the right. It can be seen that in case 2, there is a slow spot forming in
the top right corner while there is none forming in case 1. Looking at position 4 for both cases reveals that
the slow spot is now developing in case 1 and has become more pronounced in case 2. This can be seen
in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Position 4 Velocity Gradients. Case 1 (left) and Case 2 (right).

Seeing that there is an interesting boundary layer developing behind the rotating cylinder, the
downstream duct for case 2, at position 4, was extended. The pressure, velocity and turbulence contour
graphs can be seen in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Long duct contours of pressure (top left), velocity (top right) and turbulence (bottom).

Increasing the length of the duct did affect the pressure readings along with the velocity readings. This is
to be expected since the extended length of the duct would affect how the pressure is distributed.
Extending the length did however, serve its purpose and revealed the boundary layer. Looking at the
turbulence contour graph shows that there is a high turbulent kinetic energy behind the cylinder and on
the upper wall. This acts like a channel itself causing a majority of the air to travel above the cylinder and
back to the middle of the duct while creating a ‘wall’ below the cylinder causing a slower flow of air and
thus, a higher pressure region.
Comparing the 2-D simulations with the 3-D simulations shows some difference as well. For starters, the
boundary layer that develops at the top of the 2-D case does not show in the 3-D case, as seen in Figure
33.
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Figure 33: 2D and 3D simulations for Position 4, Case 2

The picture on the left is the 2-D case while the picture on the right is the 3-D case. Both are case two,
position four. It is not sure why the boundary layer is not seen but one theory could be that the mesh for
the 3-D case was not dense or fine enough to capture the boundary level.

5.7 ANSYS Fluent Lift Force calculations
Comparing the lift force between the 4 positions and the 5th extra position shows an increase of lift force
in both the y direction and x direction. The x direction increases because the stagnation point at the front
of the cylinder increases with the increase of airflow as the duct inner dimensions decrease. Looking at
the Y force, it shows between position 1 and position 2, there is very small change which implies that
position 1 is open air conditions. As seen in Table 2, the percent increase in lift from position 1 to position
2 is minimal.
Table 2: Lift and drag on the cylinder at all positions

POSITION
1
2
3
4
5 (EXTRA)

X FORCE (N)
1.324077
1.324882
1.003606
2.640816
4.255512

Y FORCE (N)
13.403676
13.412348
15.280142
18.430393
22.591839

VISCOUS (N)
-.0042833
-.0043406
-.0053745
-.0100023
-.0141061

TOTAL Y FORCE (N)
13.39939
13.40800
15.27476
18.42039
22.57773

We can conclude that the boundary effects implemented from the wall at position 1 are not significant
enough to play a major role in the impact of Magnus lift on the cylinder. Table 3 below shows the
percentage change of the lift force as the internal dimensions of the duct decrease.
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Table 3: Change in lift on the cylinder from position to position.

POSITION

∆% X FORCE

∆% Y FORCE

∆% VISCOUS

1
2
3
4
5 (EXTRA)

0
0.06079707
-24.2033507
99.4458026
221.394602

0
0.06469867
13.9996371
37.5025254
68.5495755

0
1.3377536
25.4756846
133.518549
229.327855

∆% TOTAL Y
FORCE
0
0.06425666
13.9959356
37.4718551
68.4981928

∆% DUCT
HEIGHT
0
-17.4603
-34.9206
-52.381
-61.9048

It may seem that the percentage increase of the X force and viscous forces far outweigh the percentage
increase of the Y force but the actual Y forces changes are far greater than the x forces and the viscous
forces, as seen in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Force vs duct height

Graphing the percentage change of the duct height and the Y force shows how the change in duct height
effects the Y force, as seen in Figure 35.
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Figure 35: Lift force vs duct height
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Seeing promise with the preliminary simulations, we moved on to optimizing the cylinder and duct design
and optimizing the ANSYS Fluent simulations. It was determined to look at the effect the walls would have
on the experiment. A decrease in pressure above the cylinder and an increase in pressure below could
produce a downward force on the walls which could hinder the lifting force of the spinning cylinder.
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6.0 Wind Tunnel Testing
6.1 Test Fixture
6.1.1 Wind Tunnel
In order to understand how enclosed spaces such as ducts affect Magnus Lift, real world testing is desired
along with simulations. To do this, an Aerolab wind tunnel belonging to the University of Akron was
chosen to provide consistent conditions for testing. In order to get the data desired from testing, a fixture
is required that can spin a cylinder at high speeds and change duct sizes while still operating within
constraints required by the Aerolab wind tunnel. The Aerolab wind tunnel that will be used in testing can
be seen in Figure 36.

Figure 36: The University of Akron's Aerolab Wind Tunnel

The working portion of the Aerolabs wind tunnel is a 20” tall by 28” wide by 48” long section in the center
of the tunnel. Near the center of this box is a fixture known as the “sting.” The sting is designed so that
airfoils can be mounted directly in the center of the tunnel for analysis. It can determine both lift and
drag on any object attached to it. There is 26” of usable space before the sting. This section of the tunnel
can be seen in Figure 37. The sting is capable of measuring up to 25lbs of force in any direction. In
addition, the tunnel is capable of producing air speeds in excess of 100mph.

Figure 37: Working section of the Aerolab wind tunnel. Note the “sting” located in the center of the box
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6.1.2 Design Constraints
As discussed in the previous section, any fixture designed must work within the constraints required by
the Aerolabs wind tunnel. In addition, the design is limited by the funds available to the students. A list
of constraints can be broken down as follows:
1. Size: The test fixture must fit within the 20”x28”x26” section of wind tunnel directly upstream of
the sting. This will that a spinning cylinder can be enclosed in a uniform duct without having to
accommodate the sting. The fixture must also be designed slightly smaller than the allowed space
so that it can be easily loaded and unloaded from the wind tunnel.
2. Weight: The sting can measure up to 25lbs of force. This means that anything mounted to it must
weigh less than 25lbs if positive lift is expected, otherwise any measured data may be skewed.
For example, if the fixture weighed 30lbs, the sting would only read a force of -25lbs. If 5lbs of lift
was generated, the sting would still only read -25lbs. However, if the fixture weighs 15lbs, the
sting would read -10lbs of force. This means the sting can then detect 35lbs of lift before
exceeding its limits again.
3. Motor Speed: The Aerolab wind tunnel can produce air speeds over 100mph. However, air
speeds that can reasonably be tested are limited by how fast the chosen motor can spin the
cylinder. Previous research indicates that a desirable rotational speed for the cylinder is when
the cylinder’s tangential velocity is twice as fast as the air flowing around it. This would ensure
air speeding up over the top of the cylinder, while slowing down below it. Unfortunately,
extremely high rpms are required to obtain this speed ratio for small cylinders. For example, for
an airspeed of 100mph, a cylinder with a 4” diameter would have to rotate at a speed of 8400
revolutions per minute in two have the desired speed ratio. Obviously, it is difficult to find a small
motor capable of doing this.
4. Cost: Perhaps one of the most limiting constraints is the available funds. At the University of
Akron, students can expect around $250 for their Mechanical Engineering senior project. If they
are in the Honors College, they can expect a matching $250. This means the ideal budget for the
entire test fixture should be less than $500.

6.1.3 Material Selection
Based on the constraints listed in the previous section, materials should be selected with two factors in
mind: weight and cost. Materials should be as lightweight as possible so the fixture will weigh under
25lbs. However, they should still be strong enough to support the weight. In addition, the materials need
to be budget friendly so the test fixture doesn’t exceed $500.
Aluminum is a strong, lightweight material often used in aerospace applications. In addition, it is very
lightweight; about one third of the weight of steel. As an added bonus, aluminum is a readily available
and fairly cheap. With these points in mind, aluminum is a good choice for the structure of the fixture.
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The spinning cylinder itself is another case. It also needs to be lightweight and cheap, but it is harder to
find readily available aluminum tubing that would be easy to machine. However, PVC piping is very cheap,
it’s common, it’s easy to work with, and it is still strong enough for this application. As such PVC is a good
choice as a material for the spinning cylinder.
Endcaps for the spinning cylinder and connecting pieces need to be, again, easily machined, lightweight,
and cheap. ABS plastic is a widely used, cost effective, rigid material, and will be used for the design.

6.1.4 Fixture Design
In addition to the several design constraints, there are several objectives that the test fixture should
satisfy. First, the fixture should consist of two separate parts: one mounted to the sting, and one mounted
to the wind tunnel itself. The part mounted in the wind tunnel will be a duct that a spinning cylinder can
sit inside of. This duct should be able to change in size. Ideally, the top and bottom portions of the duct
will be able to move up and down. That way it will be easier to determine the effects of enclosing spinning
cylinders in tighter spaces. The sting attachment will hold the spinning cylinder. The sting attachment
will feed through the “duct” so that the spinning cylinder will be as close to the duct walls as possible.
Finally, due to limited manufacturing abilities, the entire test fixture should be easy to build. This means
screw together construction is vastly preferable to welding.
The test fixture design has gone through several revisions. The first design that was explored included a
very sturdy, lightweight sting attachment and a heavy duct fixture. The sting attachment was to be built
from rugged aluminum square framing. This part also held the spinning cylinder and attached bearings
on a solid aluminum shaft. This can be seen in Figure 38. The cylinder (schedule 40 PVC with a 3.5” OD)
would be attached to the shaft via ABS plastic endplates and a keyway.

Figure 38: First Design - Sting and Cylinder Attachment

The sting attachment would be mounted so the cylinder would be inside the duct fixture. The motor and
accompanying batteries would be installed beneath the duct fixture, and would be attached to the
cylinder shaft via a chain and sprocket or belt drive system, as seen in Figure 39.
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Figure 39: First Design cylinder assembly and duct (left) with proposed battery and motor placement (right)

The first design was rejected before completion for a multitude of reasons. First, mounting the motor and
batteries below the duct reduced the total space that could be used for air flow, thus limiting the scope
of the experiment. This limitation gets worse depending on the size of the motor or batteries. Next, the
external motor mounting could lead to erroneous data. The tensioning of the belt or chain as well as the
weight of the gearing system influence the force that the sting would be reading. Finally, the structure
of the sting/cylinder attachment was unnecessarily bulky. This would likely cause excessive drag on the
sting, making it difficult to judge what magnitude of drag is acting on the cylinder itself.
A new design was conceived that would mostly solve the previously mentioned issues. This design used
aluminum hand rail as the structural support. As before, the cylinder is made with PVC pipe (4” OD this
time), with ABS endplates. However, this design has a motor mounted inside the cylinder that is attached
via a machined ABS plastic coupler. This motor is an Ampflow E30-150; a 1HP motor capable of speeds
up to 5600RPM. Unlike the first design, the new fixture has a stationary shaft that does not rotate. The
cylinder rotates about the shaft on a series of 3 bearings inlayed in the endcaps and coupler. Detailed
views of this assembly can be seen in Figure 40.
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Figure 40: Second Design cylinder/sting fixture. Views detailing interior motor attachment and placement (top, middle) and a
cross sectional view showing bearing placement (bottom)

This design is more aerodynamic than the first design since the hand rail is smoother and takes up less
space than the structural supports of the first design. It also solve motor placement and drivetrain issues.
This design also allows for a wider cylinder as well as a slightly larger diameter, since the hand rail is so
much slimmer than the structural framing. However, due to the internal motor mount, this sting assembly
is heavier. Without screws, it weighs roughly 12lbs (calculated with SolidWorks mass properties), while
the previous design weighted only 6lbs. 12lbs, however, is still within the design parameters. As with the
first design, the cylinder is mounted in a separate duct fixture, as seen in Figure 41.
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Figure 41: New Design - Full Test Fixture

Because of the integrated bearing design, the cylinder can be mounted very close to the duct walls. The
current design has a 1/8” gap between cylinder and duct walls. Keeping this gap thin (as seen in Figure
42) will help prevent the generation of vortices near the duct wall that may interfere with test results.

Figure 42: 1/8" gap between rotating cylinder and duct wall
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6.2 Test Setup
The following is a desired test procedure to be carried out upon the completion of the test fixture and
CFD testing.
1. Place test fixture in the Aerolab wind tunnel. Ensure the cylinder fixture is securely attached to the
sting.
2. Run the power wire down the sting and out of the wind tunnel via a side port.
3. Place the “duct” part of the fixture in Position 1, allowing an 18 inch vertical duct height.
4. Turn on the wind tunnel. Power up until a constant air velocity of 30mph (~13.3 m/s) is achieved.
5. Begin recording lift and drag on the cylinder.
6. Turn on the integrated cylinder motor and slowly ramp up the speed until 5000rpm is achieved.
7. Hold 5000rpm for 10 seconds and slowly reduce motor speed until it comes to a rest.
8. Turn off the motor and stop recording.
9. The motor is likely very hot due to poor airflow inside the fixture. Allow ample time to cool before
continuing the next trial.
10. Set the fixture to Position 2. Repeat steps 4-9.
11. Repeat steps 4-9 for Position 3 and 4.
12. Repeat procedure for additional trials to ensure consistent data.
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7.0 Final CFD
The following shows the 2-D and 3-D CFD results for position 1 and 4 for the final design shown above.
Similar to the test ran for the preliminary design, the duct will decrease in total height but instead, it will
decrease by four inches instead of 2.75 inches for the preliminary tests. All other pictures of the other
positions can be found in the Appendix B.

7.1 2-D
Figure 43 shown below gives similar results as the preliminary CFD results. The only difference is, in order
to keep the 2 to 1 velocity ratio, the inlet airspeed had to be increased since the increase of the cylinder
diameter increased its’ tangential speed.

Figure 43: 2-D CFD results for position 1 of final design

Figure 44 shows similar results as the preliminary CFD results but the velocity shown above has a larger
separation of boundary layer than position 4 of the preliminary CFD results.
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Figure 44: 2-D CFD results for position 4 of final design

7.2 3-D
The new mesh was set up the same way as the preliminary mesh however, it was desired to see what
effect the 1/8” inch boundary would have on the pressure and velocity gradients. This mesh set up is seen
in Figure 45. Figure 46 below showed that even the 1/8” had an effect on the pressure gradient. There
seems to be some shedding which allows high pressure to overcome the low pressure above causing a
“hump” above the spinning cylinder.

Figure 45: New mesh technique to include 1/8" gap between the cylinder and the duct walls
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Figure 46: 3-D CFD simulation results for position 1 of final design

Figure 47 shown below shows similar results as the preliminary 3-D CFD results except the low pressure
“hump” seen above the cylinder.

Figure 47: 3-D CFD results for position 4 of final design
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7.3 Analysis and Results of Lift Force
The forces of both the cylinder and the duct walls were investigated. The Y forces, X forces and the viscous
forces were compared and graphed below. Table 4 and Table 5 below shows the forces acting on the
cylinder and the duct walls.

Table 4: Shows the forces acting on the cylinder

CYLINDER
POSITION X Force (N)
1
2
3
4

7.1236454
6.6069488
7.7551732
16.2938766

Y Force (n)
21.64304
22.28368
26.86234
47.85444

Viscous (N)
-0.02367428
-0.02832292
-0.02585854
-0.03402344

Table 5: Shows the forces acting on the duct walls

DUCT
WALLS
POSITION
1
2
3
4

X Force (N)
0.002436801
0.0052044
0.0033016
0.007747

Y Force (n)
-17.457514
-17.953669
-27.309754
-47.112336

Viscous (N)
0.04495931
0.05175896
0.03583354
0.03065732

These forces were graphed for both the duct walls and the cylinder for comparison and can be seen in
Figure 48, Figure 49, Figure 50, and Figure 51.
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Viscous Force vs Position
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Figure 48: Compares viscous forces vs wall positon for both cylinder and duct walls
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Figure 49: Comparing X force for both the cylinder and duct walls
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Lift Force Vs Position
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Figure 50: comparing lift forces of both cylinder and duct wall
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Figure 51: shows the net force of the cylinder and duct system

As seen in Figure 50 and Figure 51 above, the forces made by the cylinder were basically canceled out by
the forces produced by the duct walls. This shows that Magnus effect does not work at all in duct flow.
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8.0 Potential Applications
8.1 Cars
Originally we saw an increased lift on a cylinder in duct flow. However, we determined needed to look at
the system as a whole since the lift on the system would affect the whole body. It was seen that the
magnified lift was negated by a pressure force acting on the walls in the opposite direction. It was then
concluded that the idea for using lift to either increase the rolling resistance of a vehicle on a snowy day,
or decrease the coefficient of rolling resistance for better gas mileage on nice days, was not plausible.
However, Figure 52 shows an illustration of a possible contraption that could have been used to achieve
the variable rolling resistance of tires using the force generated of Magnus Effect in duct flow.

Figure 52: Possible use for Magnus lift on a motor vehicle

8.2 Trains
Trains are meant to be a safe, fast and cheap way to travel. Between the years of 2001 and 2010, there
have been 8092 train accidents that involved derailment (10). Some of these train accidents are with cargo
trains carrying various raw materials like crude oil or merchandise while other accidents occur with
passenger trains. There are many factors that cause these accidents but the two biggest factors are from
trains traveling too fast around a bend or fatigue by the operator (11).
It was decided that a system using spinning cylinders and Magnus could help prevent train derailments
which could save lives and prevent raw materials such as crude oil from spilling into the environment. This
possibility is explored in more detail below.
An original application for this project was to add ducts to train cars with spinning cylinders inside. These
ducts could open and close when needed. However, Magnus effect in duct flow has proven not to be
useful. Regardless, the idea of using Magnus lift to prevent train derailment is a novel idea that was
explored anyway. Figure 53 depicts an example of a system that could be used on freight and passenger
trains.
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Figure 53: Example of train with Magnus stabilizers. Retracted during normal operation (left) and extended and spinning during
a turn for stability (right)

As seen in Figure 53, two cylinders would be stored between train cars during normal operation. These
would be stored between the cars in order to keep the train as aerodynamic as possible. However, during
tight cornering maneuvers, the cylinders would extend and spin at high rates, using the relative air velocity
to generate a lifting force. This lifting force could help prevent the train from tipping around curves.
A real world example of how these spinning cylinders could help is an examination of the December 2013
passenger train derailment that killed 4 people (12). During this incident, the passenger train entered a
curve with a 30mph speed limit at 82mph. While not much technical information is available, some quick
assumptions can help determine why the train tipped over. Figure 54 shows a basic free body diagram of
a passenger car train going around a curve. Fg refers to the force acting on the car due to gravity, while
Fc denotes force due to centripetal acceleration. Center of gravity is assumed to be around 2.3m from
the bottom of the car, and 1.6m from the side. The red dot refers to the tipping point of the train. If the
moment generated by Fc is greater than the moment generated by Fg, the train will tip.
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Figure 54: Basic passenger train car dimensions and forces around a turn

In order to determine what forces were acting on the train during derailment, we need the radius of
curvature of the bend it derailed on. The following equation is used to determine the maximum speed a
train is allowed to enter a curve (13).
𝐸∗𝑔∗𝑟
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 = √
𝐺
In this equation, E is the track superelevation, which is how much higher the outside rail is than the inner
rail (slope). G is the track gauge, which is standardized at 4ft 8.5in. g is the acceleration due to gravity
and r is the curve radius (13). The track superelevation is generally around 6in (13).
Plugging in 30mph for Vmax and solving for r, we find that the radius of curvature was about 566ft, or
172 meters. Next, we can solve for the centripetal acceleration of the car. This is simply
𝑎𝑐 =

𝑉2
𝑟

Where V is the tangential velocity and r is the radius of curvature. Considering that the train entered the
curve at 82mph (36.7m/s), we can calculate the centripetal acceleration to be about 7.83 m/s^2.

Next we can calculate the moments generated by both forces. We will call Tc the moment generated by
centripetal forces and Tg the moment caused by the weight of the train and gravity.
𝑇𝑐 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑎𝑐 ∗ 2.3𝑚
𝑇𝑔 = 𝑚 ∗ 𝑎𝑔 ∗ 1.6𝑚
The mass of the train car, m, is about 65700kg. Using 9.8m/s^2 for the acceleration due to gravity, we
calculate a moment of nearly 1180000 N-m for Tc, and slightly over 1030000 N-m for Tg. This leaves a
150000 N-m difference. Since Tc is much larger than Tg, it is easy to understand how the train tipped.
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However, by adding spinning cylinders as proposed in Figure 53, a lifting force can be used to counter the
centripetal acceleration.
Appendix D shows a table that uses the Kutta-Joukowski theorem to predict lift at different speeds. For a
cylinder that is 2ft in diameter, 10ft long, and spinning at 4200 rpm, a theoretical lift of 7900lbs is
generated when traveling at 82mph. With two cylinders working together, 15800lbs or 70281 Newtons
would be generated. This would generate a moment of around 161500 N-m that opposes the centripetal
acceleration. While this isn’t an extremely high lift or moment, it could theoretically have been just
enough to prevent the train from tipping.
Obviously, this sort of method for preventing trains from tipping would be extremely expensive. An
elaborate system would have to be installed on every train car. Very powerful motors would have to be
used in order to spin the cylinders at the high speeds required. In this case, the benefit of the spinning
cylinders seems very small compared to the possible cost. However, it is an interesting idea that could be
explored in the future, as better technology becomes available.

8.3 Boats
Some boats already utilize the benefits of Magnus Effect. A rotor ship, or Flettner ship, is a ship designed
to use the Magnus effect for propulsion. To take advantage of this effect, it uses rotorsails which are
powered by an engine. German engineer Anton Flettner was the first to build a ship which attempted to
tap this force for propulsion.
Examples of these Flettner ships can be seen in Figure 55. These ships are actually still used today thanks
in large part by their fuel economy. The German wind-turbine manufacturer Enercon launched and
christened its new rotor-ship E-Ship 1 on 2 August 2008. The ship was used to transport turbines and other
equipment to locations around the world. The maiden delivery of turbines for Castledockrell Windfarm
arrived in Dublin Port on 11th Aug 2010. On 29 July 2013, Enercon provided a press release claiming a
potential for "operational fuel savings of up to 25% compared to same-sized conventional freight vessels
(14).

Figure 55: Examples of Flettner ships
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8.4 Rockets
The biggest issues with rockets is the perpendicular airflow does not result in any beneficial lift force. Thus
there is a redirection of airflow that has to be possible. Some jet aircraft have successfully redirected air
for thrust, but not to this degree.
So another plausible way of looking at using spinning cylinders on rockets, is to use their ability to cause
a force perpendicular to airflow, is to use it for stability purposes. By using a spinning cylinder, a force
causing the rocket to rotate about its center of gravity axis could be made. This spinning could make the
rocket more stable than it was previously. This is why bullets and some missiles are spun.
However, drag is added and aerodynamics forces are changing on the fins of a rocket. Rockets are going
straight up (generally) and are designed as such, but now when there are dynamic forces acting
perpendicular to the fins instead of parallel, subsequent drag would increase. However, this could be
another developmental area.
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9.0 Conclusion
Originally we saw an increased lift on a cylinder in duct flow. It was then concluded that we needed to
look at the system as a whole since the lift on the system would affect the whole body. It was seen that
the magnified lift was negated by a pressure force cause by the walls in the opposite direction.
Though the outcome may seem bleak as of now, we still believe there is a certain plausibility and
application to Magnus Effect in duct Flow.

10.0 Future Research
Much time was spent conducting and analyzing simulations. Many experts have said that turbulence
modeling and simulation is very unreliable. We believe that test should be conducted to verify the results
found in this paper. It would be recommended to have two sets of data, one where just the lift on the
cylinder is calculated, and the other where the lift of the system is calculated and compare.
Results would be beneficial since it is impossible to simulate real life effects in a model. Perhaps with our
model there were conditions that were not accounted for and the outcome of the experiment would be
more optimistic than our results.
Additionally, just as a side thought, we also believe it would be beneficial to see how integral the surface
roughness is to Magnus effect. Would a baseball and a tennis ball, being geometrically similar, cause the
same amount of force, or would one produce more lift than the other?
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Appendix A: Using the Magnus Lift Equation
𝐿′ = 𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ Γ
This is the lift per unit span as derived before. All one would need to do to find lift would be multiply by
its span. We will represent this value with the letter “D.”
𝐿 = 𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ ΓD
Let us take an example:
Given a random scenario as shown below, how much lift would we generate?
SCENARIO
NAME (UNITS) [VARIABLE]
UNIFORM AIR VELOCITY TOWARD CYLINDER (M/S) [𝑽∞ ]
SPIN OF THE CYLINDER (REVS/S) [S]
AVERAGE DENSITY OF AIR (KG/M3) [𝝆∞ ]
RADIUS OF CYLINDER (M) [𝒓]
LENGTH OF CYLINDER (M) [D]

Value
50
800
1.225
0.5
3

All these values could be easily controlled in an experimental setting.
Looking at the equation we already have three unknowns that are known, incoming air velocity, air
density and span length, but vortex strength requires more manipulation.
First we must obtain the rotational velocity, or spin in m/s instead of revolutions/second.
𝑉𝑟 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑆 = 2𝜋(0.5 𝑚) (800

𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑠
𝑚
) = 2,153.274
𝑠
𝑠

Vr again is the rotational speed of the cylinder, a visualization can be seen below.

Using Vr, we can now find the vortex strength
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Γ = 2𝜋𝑟𝑉𝑟 = 2𝜋(0.5 𝑚) (2,153.274

𝑚
𝑚2
) = 7,895.684
𝑠
𝑠

Now we can finally find the lift generated on the cylinder:
kg
𝑚
𝑚2
)
(50
)
(7,895.684
) (3 𝑚)
m3
𝑠
𝑠
𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑚
𝐿 = 1.45083 ∗ 106
= 1.45083 ∗ 106 𝑁
𝑠2

𝐿 = 𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ ΓD = (1.225
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Appendix B: 2-D and 3-D CFD Results
B.1 Preliminary CFD 2D Trial 1
Positon 1

Positon 2

Position 3
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Position 4

Trial 2
Position 1

Position 2
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Positon 3

Position 4
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B.2 Preliminary CFD 3D (All Trial 2)
Position 1

Position 2
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Position 3

Position 4
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Position 5
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B.3 Final CFD 2D (All Trial 2)
Position 1
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Position 2

Position 3

Position 4
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B.4 Final CFD 3D
Position 1

Position 2
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Position 3
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Position 4
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Appendix C: ANSYS Fluent Setup
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Appendix D: Lift vs. Air Speed and Cylinder RPM
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Appendix F: Derivation of Kutta-Joukowski Lift Theorem
Derivation

Please note that most the following figures and derivations were taken from The
Fundamentals of Aerodynamics by John D. Anderson. This is an excellent
textbook on aerodynamic theory, and should be referenced for a more in depth
analysis on the concepts described in this report.
Lift on a cylinder is derived from the superimposition of elementary incompressible flows. By doing this a
complex incompressible flow can be synthesized. For Magnus lift four elementary flows are required:





Uniform Flow
Source/Sink Flow
Doublet Flow
Vortex Flow

Each of these flows can be represented by three major components, velocity potential, the stream
function, and circulation.

Notes:
The del operator, 𝛁, is just a differential operator denoted as such in three dimensional Cartesian (X, Y,
Z) in standard basis {𝑒⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑥 , ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒𝑦 , ⃗⃗⃗
𝑒𝑧 }.
𝜕 𝜕 𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
𝜕
∇= ( , , ) = {𝑒⃗⃗⃗⃗𝑥
+ ⃗⃗⃗⃗
𝑒𝑦
+ ⃗⃗⃗
𝑒𝑧 }
𝜕𝑥 𝜕𝑦 𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
Incompressibility:
∇∙𝑉 =0
Irrotationality:
∇x𝑉 =0
Denoting φ as velocity potential which is the scalar quantity whose negative gradient equals the
velocity in the case of irrotational flow of a fluid. Using the del operator as shown before we see that
𝑉 = ∇𝜙 or
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝜙
𝑢=
𝑣=
𝑤=
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑧
Where u is velocity in x, v is velocity in the y and w is velocity in the z.
The potential is not the only scalar field which a vector field can be expressed in terms of. Velocity can
also be expressed in terms of a stream function. The stream function differs from potential by being
described to satisfy continuity instead of irrotationality. The stream function is denoted by ψ.
𝑑𝑦 𝑣
=
𝑑𝑥 𝑢
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And

𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝜓
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 = −
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥
In fluid dynamics, circulation is the line integral around a closed curve of the velocity field. Circulation
is normally denoted Γ.
𝑢=

Γ = ∯(∇ x 𝑉) ∙ 𝑑𝑠 ⇒ − ∮ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑑𝑠
𝑆

𝑐

F.1 Uniform Flow
Consider a uniform flow with velocity V∞ oriented in the positive x direction, as shown in Figure123123.
The flow is both incompressible (∇ ∙ 𝑉 = 0) and irrotational (∇ x 𝑉 = 0). Hence, a velocity potential for
uniform flow can be obtained such that (∇𝜙 = 𝑉)

Figure 56: Uniform Flow

Interpreting Error! Reference source not found. we get
𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝜙
= 𝑢 = 𝑉∞ 𝑎𝑛𝑑
=𝑣=0
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
Integrating

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑥

(This will be the only example I show full integration)
∫ 𝜕𝜙 = ∫ 𝑉∞ 𝜕𝑥

Thus,
𝜙 = 𝑉∞ 𝑥 + 𝑓(𝑦)
Taking the derivative with respect to y
𝜕𝜙
= 𝑓 ′ (𝑦) = 𝑣 = 0
𝜕𝑦
We can conclude from
𝑓 ′ (𝑦) = 0
That f(y) is a constant thus
𝜙 = 𝑉∞ 𝑥 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
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However the actual value of 𝜙 is not significant, it is its derivative to obtain the velocities that is most
important, thus the constant can be dropped with no consequences resulting in
𝜙 = 𝑉∞ 𝑥
Looking at the stream function,
𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝜓
= 𝑢 = 𝑉∞ 𝑎𝑛𝑑
= −𝑣 = 0
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑥
Similarly it the stream function reduces to
𝜓 = 𝑉∞ 𝑦
This makes sense since with uniform flow; the streamline is constant in the x direction. Now notice that
with uniform flow ψ and φ are constant in mutually perpendicular axis.
As a reference, the velocity potential and stream function can be expressed in polar coordinates. Note
that x=rcosθ and y=rsinθ, hence
𝜙 = 𝑉∞ 𝑟 cos 𝜃 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜓 = 𝑉∞ 𝑟 sin 𝜃
Now looking at circulation for uniform flow. Since this is irrotational we know that Γ will be zero.
However let’s prove it.
Γ = − ∮ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑑𝑠
𝑐

And from the figure we get
∮ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑑𝑠 = −𝑉∞ 𝑙 − 0(ℎ) + 𝑉∞ 𝑙 + 0(ℎ) = 0
𝑐

thus
Γ=0

F.2 Source and Sink Flow
The second elementary flow is a source flow. Consider a two-dimensional, incompressible flow where all
the streamlines are straight lines emanating from a central point, as shown in Error! Reference source
not found.. Moreover, let the velocity along each of the streamlines vary inversely with distance from
point 0. Such a flow is called a source flow. All the velocity components are radial, thus Vθ is zero. With
source flow it is usually easier to use polar coordinates (Cylindrical Coordinates for three dimensions),
hence the conversion for uniform flows. Again this is incompressible (∇ ∙ 𝑉 = 0) except at the origin and
source flow is irrotational at every point (∇ x 𝑉 = 0).
Similarly sink flow is a point source form of flow, however as the name suggest it acts as a sink with the
flow coming in radial towards the point, the exact opposite as a source flow. So sink flow is simply the
negative of source flow. This can also be seen in Error! Reference source not found..
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Figure 57: Source and Sink Flow
𝑣̇
𝑙

𝑚̇
𝜌

The volumetric flowrate from a line source (an extruded circle aka cylinder) per unit length is (𝑣̇ = ).
A new variable will be introduced for simplicity that will represent this volume flow rate, Λ. Λ defines
the source strength. A positive value represents a source and a negative value represents a sink.
Λ=

𝑣̇
= 2𝜋𝑟𝑉𝑟
𝑙

Solving for the radial velocity,
𝑉𝑟 =

Λ
2𝜋𝑟

Finding velocity potential (Polar Coordinates)
𝜕𝜙
Λ
1 𝜕𝜙
= 𝑉𝑟 =
𝑎𝑛𝑑
= 𝑉𝜃 = 0
𝜕𝑟
2𝜋𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜃
Using the same method as uniform flow
𝜙=

Λ
ln(r)
2𝜋

Similarly
1 𝜕𝜓
Λ
𝜕𝜓
= 𝑉𝑟 =
𝑎𝑛𝑑 −
𝑣=0
𝑟 𝜕𝜃
2𝜋𝑟
𝜕𝑟
𝜓=

Λ
θ
2𝜋

Again, evaluating circulation is easy since ∇ x 𝑉 = 0 (irrotational)
Γ = − ∯(∇ x 𝑉) ∙ 𝑑𝑠 = 0
𝑆
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F.3 Doublet Flow
Doublet flow is the case where a source and a sink are merged together at a singular point that lead to a
singularity called a doublet. Consider a source and a sink of equal and opposite magnitude of Λ,
separated at a distance of l. The stream function at any point P would be
𝜓=−

Λ
Λ
Δθ =
(𝜃 − 𝜃2 )
2𝜋
2𝜋 1

Where Δθ = (𝜃2 − 𝜃1 ), P and l can be seen derived from Error! Reference source not found.. L is
approaching 0.

Figure 58: Forming a Solid Boundary Using Sources and Sinks

By letting the distance l approach zero while the absolute magnitudes of the strengths of the source and
sink increase in such as fashion that 𝑙Λ remains constant. The strength of this doublet will be defined as
𝜅 ≡ 𝑙Λ.
Since l is now approaching 0 a limit must be taken to obtain the stream function of the doublet.
lim (−
𝑙→0

Λ
dθ) (𝜅 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡)
2𝜋

Where the limit of dθ will be approaching zero. (Note that the source strength Λ approaches an infinite
value in the limit.) r and b denote the distances to point P from the source and sink, respectively. The
line perpendicular from the source of the sink is denoted as a. For an infinitesimal dθ, the geometry
becomes:
𝑎 = 𝑙 sin 𝜃 , 𝑏 = 𝑟 − 𝑙 cos 𝜃 , dθ =

𝑎
𝑏

Thus
dθ =

𝑎
𝑙 sin 𝜃 ,
=
𝑏 𝑟 − 𝑙 cos 𝜃

substituting
lim (−
𝑙→0

Λ 𝑙 sin 𝜃 ,
κ sin 𝜃 ,
) = lim (−
) (𝜅 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡)
𝑙→0
2𝜋 𝑟 − 𝑙 cos 𝜃
2𝜋 𝑟 − 𝑙 cos 𝜃
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𝜓=−

𝜅 sin 𝜃
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟

The same procedure is done with the velocity potential as one would obtain
𝜙=

𝜅 cos 𝜃
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟

With these three elementary flows we can model several fluid models, such as flow over a cylinder, which
is needed to model the Magnus effect. The only thing is that with all these there is no circulation, and
what causes lift in a cylinder is due to this circulation. So similarly to a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of
attack, no lift is generated; thus the importance of the final elementary flow, vortex flow.

Figure 59: Uniform Flow+Doublet Flow=Flow Over A Cylinder

F.4 Vortex Flow
Vortex is the first of the elementary flows that will have some sort of circulation corresponded with it.
Consider a flow where all the streamlines are concentric circles about a given point, as shown in Error!
Reference source not found. below. Moreover, let the velocity along any given circular streamline be
constant, but let it vary from one streamline to another inversely with distance from the common center.
Such a flow is called a vortex flow.
Looking at this flow it looks like there is rotation, but in reality vortex flow is still irrotational at every point
except at the origin and is incompressible everywhere. What is unique is all the flow is in the theta
direction and can be represented as:
𝑉𝜃 =

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝐶
= 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑉𝑟 = 0
𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝑟

To evaluate the constant C, take the circulation around a given circular streamline of radius r:
Γ = − ∮ 𝑉 ∙ 𝑑𝑠 = −𝑉𝜃 (2𝜋𝑟)
𝑐
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Solving:
𝑉𝜃 = −

Γ
−Γ
,𝑐 =
2𝜋𝑟
2𝜋

Finding velocity potential (Polar Coordinates)
𝜕𝜙
1 𝜕𝜙
Γ
= 𝑉𝑟 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑
= 𝑉𝜃 = −
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜃
2𝜋𝑟
Using the same method as uniform flow
𝜙=−

Γ
𝜃
2𝜋𝑟

Similarly
1 𝜕𝜓
𝜕𝜓
Γ
= 𝑉𝑟 = 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 −
= 𝑉𝜃 = −
𝑟 𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑟
2𝜋𝑟
𝜓=

Γ
ln(r)
2𝜋

Figure 60: Vortex Flow

F.5 Summary
Error! Reference source not found. sums up what has been done so far:
Table 6: Summary of Velocity Equations for Various Types of Flow

Type of Flow
Uniform Flow in X
Source

Velocity
𝑢 = 𝑉∞
𝑉𝑟 =

Λ
2𝜋𝑟

φ
𝑉∞ 𝑥=𝑉∞ 𝑟 cos 𝜃

ψ
𝑉∞ 𝑦 = 𝑉∞ 𝑟 sin 𝜃

Λ
ln(r)
2𝜋

Λ
θ
2𝜋
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𝑉𝜃 = −

Vortex

Doublet

Γ
2𝜋𝑟

𝜅 cos 𝜃
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟 2
𝜅 sin 𝜃
𝑉𝜃 = −
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟 2
𝑉𝑟 = −

−

Γ
𝜃
2𝜋𝑟

𝜅 cos 𝜃
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟

Γ
ln(r)
2𝜋
−

𝜅 sin 𝜃
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟

Lifting Flow over a Cylinder
As shown before, to model a non-lifting cylinder one needs uniform flow and doublet flow, but by
adding circulation we can now obtain lift. This can be seen in Error! Reference source not found..

Figure 61: Non-lifting Flow Over a Cylinder+Vortex Flow=Magnus Lift

The resulting summed stream function comes from the addition of
𝜓 = 𝑉∞ 𝑟 sin 𝜃 +

Γ
𝜅 sin 𝜃
ln(r) + −
2𝜋
2𝜋𝑟 𝑟

Set r=r/R and (radius ratio) simplifying
𝑅2
Γ
r
𝜓 = 𝑉∞ 𝑟 sin 𝜃 (1 − 2 ) +
ln ( )
𝑟
2𝜋
R
Solving for the polar velocities:
𝑉𝑟 = 𝑉∞ cos 𝜃 (1 −

𝑅2
𝑅2
Γ
𝑎𝑛𝑑
𝑉
=
−𝑉
sin
𝜃
+
)
(1
) −
𝜃
∞
2
2
𝑟
𝑟
2𝜋𝑟

Using these two it is possible to solve for many things, such as stagnation point etc. Error! Reference
source not found. shows stagnation points with respect to changing vortex strength
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Figure 62: Vortex Strength and Stagnation Point

To obtain the lift it is necessary to calculate the coefficient of pressure along the cylinder, but to do that
we need to obtain the velocity at the edge of the cylinder. (R=r)
𝑉 = 𝑉𝜃 = −2𝑉∞ sin 𝜃 −

Γ
2𝜋𝑅

The incompressible coefficient can shown as
𝑉 2
Γ
𝐶𝑝 = 1 − ( ) = 1 − (−2 sin 𝜃 −
)
𝑉∞
2𝜋𝑅𝑉∞
Note that this is inviscid thus we would obtain a coefficient of drag of zero, so let’s see what the
coefficient of lift would be.
In this case the coefficient of lift is equal to the normal coefficient which is:
𝑐

𝑐

1
1
𝑐𝑙 = 𝑐𝑛 = ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑙 𝑑𝑥 − ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑢 𝑑𝑥
𝑐
𝑐
0

0

Converting to polar coordinates
𝑥 = 𝑅 cos 𝜃 𝑑𝑥 = −𝑅 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃
Substituting
2𝜋

0

1
1
𝑐𝑙 = 𝑐𝑛 = − ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑙 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃 + ∫ 𝐶𝑝,𝑢 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃
2
2
𝜋

𝜋

Here the expression for 𝐶𝑝,𝑢 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑙 have the same analytic expression, thus:
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2𝜋

1
𝑐𝑙 = − ∫ 𝐶𝑝 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃
2
0

Substituting
2𝜋

1
Γ
𝑐𝑙 = − ∫ [1 − (−2 sin 𝜃 −
)] sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃
2
2𝜋𝑅𝑉∞
0

𝑐𝑙 =

Γ
𝑅𝑉∞

Lift is equal to
1
1
Γ
𝐿′ = 𝑞∞ 𝑆𝑐𝑙 = 𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ 2 𝑆𝑐𝑙 = 𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ 2 (2𝑅)
2
2
𝑅𝑉∞
And finally
𝐿′ = 𝜌∞ 𝑉∞ Γ
It is called the Kutta-Joukowski theorem, named after the German mathematician M. Wilheim Kutta
(1867-1944) and the Russian physicist Nikolai E. Joukowski (1847-1921), who independently obtained it
during the first decade of this century. It is simple, but powerful.
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Appendix G: Hand Notes and Calculations

